The origins of PoorDoge
We are Anonymous.
We are Legion.
We do not forgive.
We do not forget. Expect us.
…
We are motivated by anger – not to attack, but instead to
protect and to salvage from the world.
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What is PoorDoge?
Money laundering and awful inside stories make the world
of Crypto, where the poor are at the mercy of others.
After witnessing all of this, we decided we could no
longer stand idly by…

Do not think that we turn a blind eye to this issue. Poor
people exist not to be overpowered. The existence and
consensus of PoorDoge, coupled with its merciless
mechanism, can deter any individual from manipulating
currency prices through the use of a sizeable amount of
capital. If such a strategy is carried out by these
individuals, the poor will eliminate everyone else, and
these individuals will be tragically extirpated.

Regardless of your skin colour, where you come from, or
your education level, if you are currently poor and in
distress, then you are welcome. We focus on equality,
unity, consensus, and mutual help. Help the poor and
yourself to eradicate all forms of money laundering and
selfish capital. This is PoorDoge, the great revolution.
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Tokenomics
1 – A continuous Usdt income
Hold PoorDoge, you can directly receive Usdt dividends.
Poor people can also receive an income every day during
PoorDoge’s growth period. Of course they can also choose
to purchase again. At the same time, it can also
effectively prevent people from selling PoorDoge through
dividends, as a way of gaining from profitable arbitrage.
For more details, see the distribution of taxes and fees
incurred in the process.

2 – The black hole of the rich
We hope to help the poor. We refuse to allow the rich to
join and to allow wealth accumulation for financial
titans. If the rich insist on buying a large amount of
PoorDoge to earn a profit, they must pay exorbitant taxes
and must provide financial aid for the poor.

2.1. For each address, if you buy too many PoorDoge in
one day, you will have to pay more extra fees.The
specific tax tiers are:
Cumulative purchase amount of a single address single day
/ Taxes
0~10000

Usdt

10001~30000

Usdt

0%
8%

30001~100000 Usdt

20%

100001~300000 Usdt

35%

300001 or above

49%
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The formula:
Including the amount of this transaction that was
purchased (Usdt)=z
buy fee=
IF(z>300000,49%,IF(z>100000,35%,IF(z>30000,20%,IF(z >1000
0,8%,IF(z>0,0%)))))

2.2. Example:
An address purchased 10000 Usdt
order only charges the basic 0%
individual then purchases 20000
day, so the cumulative purchase
on that day. Then will be taxed

on the same day, and this
fee = 0 Usdt. The
Usdt again on the same
order will be 30000 Usdt
20000*8%=1600 Usdt..

If he purchases 70000 Usdt on the same day again, the
cumulative purchase order will then reach 100000 Usdt on
the same day. Then taxed 70000*20%=14000Usdt.
This cumulation continues in one day

2.3. The cumulative purchase amount of each address reset
to 0 at 0:00UTC every day.

3 – Mutual assistance for the needy
Our initial motivation is to help the less fortunate
people who are in need of financial aid. For example,
charity relief and operations all require funds to be
able to be executed. As majority of our users are poor,
only 10% taxes and fees will be charged for selling
orders, and these taxes will be used for relief
operations induced by wars, diseases, famine. These funds
will be transferred to children or any poor individual
who needs the help. However, should these emergency funds
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be robbed by malicious capitalists, then they will pay a
painful price. Continue below.

4 – A paradise for the poor
We do not want wealthy institutions or organizations to
manipulate the market and potentially rob the poor. We
wish to only provide wealth accumulation for the poor. We
also emphasise on the long-term stability as the primary
goal of this project, instead of short-term profits where
buyers leave after making profits in a short period of
time.

4.1. Take the price per minute of 1440 minutes (within 1
days) combined with the historical benchmark price to
obtain the current benchmark price. If the current
currency price equals to 120% of the benchmark price,
then selling PoorDoge will incur a 20% charges for taxes,
and will be used to fund all other poor holders.

4.2 After reaching 120% of the benchmark price, the tax
rate will increase by 0.4% every time the current price
exceeds the benchmark price by an additional 1%. (For
example, when the benchmark price is 125%, the tax rate
is 22%). The maximum sales tax rate will not exceed 46%.
The formula:
benchmark price=x, current price=y
x = Benchmark price as of the last minute / launch
minutes (highest 1440)*(launch minutes-1)+y/launch
minutes (highest 1440)
Selling fee =
max(10%,min(46%,if(y>=x*120%,(20%+(y/x120%)*0.4),if(y<=x*90%,(20%+(90%-y/x)*0.8)))))
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4.3. Example:
If the current benchmark price is 0.0001 Usdt and if the
current currency price is 0.00012 Usdt, then any seller
will have to pay 20% taxes. But when the benchmark price
gradually approaches 0.00012, then the tax is only 10%.

4.4. The official website refreshes the benchmark price
and current price every 1 minute, address:
www.poordoge.org

5 – The consensus of the poor
When the selling volume is too large, all selling orders
will incur additional taxes. In order to protect the
interests of the poor, our goal is to punish those
wealthy who pretend to be poor, and purchases at this
time will receive Usdt rewards.

5.1. Take the price per minute of 1440 minutes (within 1
days) combined with the historical benchmark price to
obtain the current benchmark price. If the current
currency price equals to 90% of the benchmark price, then
selling PoorDoge will incur a 20% charges for taxes, and
will be used to fund all other poor holders.

5.2. For every additional 1% that is lower than the base
price, the tax rate of additional 0.8% is added (if it is
85% of the base price, the tax rate is 24%), and the tax
rate does not exceed 46%.
The formula:
benchmark price=x, current price=y
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x = Benchmark price as of the last minute / launch
minutes (highest 1440)*(launch minutes-1)+y/launch
minutes (highest 1440)
Selling fee =
max(10%,min(46%,if(y>=x*120%,(20%+(y/x120%)*0.4),if(y<=x*90%,(20%+(90%-y/x)*0.8)))))

5.3. At the same time, all buy orders
be obtained from the prize pool based
amount. For every additional 1% below
additional 0.3% USDT will be awarded,

will get USDT will
on 8% of the order
the base price, an
the highest 20% .

The formula:
benchmark price=x, current price=y, purchase amount
(Usdt)=z
Purchase bonus USDT =
min(20%,if(y<=x*90%,8%+(90%-y/x)*0.3))*z

5.4. Example:
If the benchmark price is 0.0001 USDT, and if the current
currency price is 0.00008USDT, then a seller will have to
pay 28% for taxes. But when the benchmark price gradually
approaches 0.0001, then the tax is only 10%.
If you purchased 100 Usdt Poordoge at this time, you will
get 100*11%=11 Usdt rewards will be obtained from the
prize pool, which will be automatically sent to the
buyer’s wallet after the purchase is successful.

5.5. The official website refreshes the benchmark price
and current price every 1 minute, address:
www.poordoge.org
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6 – Encouragement of the poor
In order to sustain and strengthen the support for these
projects that help the poor, a prize pool will be
provided.

6.1. The prize pool is settled by Usdt;

6.2. If no one buys PoorDoge for 4 hours, then the last
individual who purchased PoorDoge before the said time
will receive half of the Usdt reward in the prize pool
(if there is 100,000 Usdt in the prize pool, the winner
will get 50,000 Usdt);

6.3. During the countdown period,
purchases PoorDoge, the countdown
hours until the countdown reaches
belong to the last individual who

once an individual
will restart for 4
0. The reward will then
purchased PoorDoge.

6.4. The reward will be automatically sent to the
winner's wallet.

6.5. If no one can claim the reward, after 120 hours, 50%
Usdt in the prize pool will be used to buy back Poordoge
and burned.

6.6 The official website will count the total amount of
the current prize pool, countdown, address:
www.poordoge.org
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7 – Decapitate the shady
In order to prevent wealthier individuals from
transferring Poordoge and manipulating market prices, the
number of PoorDoge sold at a time will be limited, so as
to avoid selling too many PoorDoge based on the same free.

7.1. A single address can sell a maximum of
10,000,000,000 PoorDoge in a single transaction.
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Token

Information

Project： PoorDogeCoin
Token：POORDOGE
Contract Address：
0x4a5eb6574Fe68c55362fc73b9EA76953d837985B
Total supply：70,000,000,000,000

Initial Distribution
Team & Charity Funds
0%
Liquidity
12%（8,400,000,000,000）
Pre-sale
18% （12,600,000,000,000）
Black Hole
39% （27,300,000,000,000）
Cross-Chain launch
18.88% （13,216,000,000,000）
Locked, will be released in 6 years, 0.79% will be
released every 4 months after going online, used for
cross-chain sale, cross-chain Liquidity, if there is no
subsequent cross-chain plan, then burned.
V2 snapshot airdrop
12.12% （8,484,000,000,000）

Tax Distribution
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Each tax received will be distributed according to the
following proportions:
Dividends for holders (Usdt)
30%
Prize Pool Wallet (Usdt)
25%
Burn (PoorDoge)
20%
Team & charity wallet (PoorDoge)
25%

For example:
Buys or sells 1,000,000 PoorDoge worth of 1,000 Usdt
And if the tax at the time was 5%,
1 All token holders dividends
15 Usdt（1,000*5%*30%）
2 Prize pool wallet
12.5 Usdt（1,000*5%*25%）
3 Burn
10000 Poordoge（1,000,000*5%*20%）
4 Team & charity wallet
12500 Poodoge（1,000,000*5%*25%）
5 Buyers can receive 950,000 PoorDoge / sellers can
receive 950 USD

Roadmap
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Look at all that talk of a shit MAP, do you still believe
them?
The Anonymous does not need these at all, we only focus
on the present.
PoorDoge is to resist the capitalists and the wealthy
individuals, so that they cannot exploit the poor.
So, you do not have to buy a lot or even buy any at all.
Our goal is to reach out to and help around 700 million
poor people in the world.
The Anonymous will also jointly create NFT games that are
more suitable for the poor to play.
Wallet
meagre
of the
us. To
people

Address 500,000? The Anonymous believe that is too
an amount for the poor. List big CEX? For the sake
poor across the world, they simply cannot ignore
the Moon? We place emphasis on help the poor
on earth become rich first.
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